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Creating 
Circular String 

Art on Card  
 

It is possible to create curves using only straight lines. String is perfect for this, giving rise to the name 
string art. In this handout we will we create concentric circles using string. These instructions are very 
similar to those in our Creating Circular String Art handout, but instead of drawing the lines on a piece 
of paper, we will wrap string around a circle of card.  

1. Use one of our circular card templates or make your own. If you are making your own, draw a circle 
on a piece of card and mark points around it at regular intervals using a protractor. In our template, 
there are 16 intervals of 22.5°. If you don’t have a protractor, you can approximate the 
measurements by first marking the 8 compass points on the circle to create 8 intervals, and then 
further dividing each of these intervals in half. 

2. Cut out your circle and cut a very small slit in the circle at each of the marked points.  

3. Take a long piece of string and put one end of the string into one of the slits. Then take the long end 
of the string across the front of the card circle and secure it in another slit, as shown in the leftmost 
diagram below. Pull the string tight, but not so tight that it bends the card. 

4. Count the number of slits on the circle between the starting slit and the slit at the end of your string 
line, and call that number N. In our drawing below there are 5 slits, so N = 5.  

5. Loop the string around the back of the card circle and pull it through the slit next to your starting 
slit. Count N slits around the circle, take the string across the front of the circle, and pull the string 
through that slit. Continue around the circle, connecting every pair of slits which is N slits apart.  

You have created a circle of string using only straight lines! How does your circle change if you make N 
bigger or smaller? If you start at one slit on the circle, and trace along the string, from one slit to the 
next, from one side of the card to the other, without lifting your finger off the card, how long does it 
take you to get back to your starting slit? Did you trace over every string line, or only some of them? 
The answer to this will depend on how many intervals you have on your circle, and your number N. 
Hint: try making a few circles where N is a composite number, and some where N is a prime number. 
Look at the back of your card circle. Is there another circle? What is the value of N for this circle? 

To make a heart-like shape known as a cardioid, see our Creating a String Art Cardioid instructions.  


